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Vision, Mirror and Expression 
The Genesis of the Ethical Body 

in Merleau-Pont/s Later Works 

Alia AI-Saji 

Where are \Ve to locate ethics in the later works of Maurice Merleau
Ponty? In the generality of the vision that wOTks through us, of the 
flesh that produces us in its folds, where is responsibility to inscribed? 
This is to ask how our lived bodies are more than instantiations of a 
wandering vision;_ �9\LWJ;.L (;'l.0. _l:,ec:_qm�-->....:itJb� .S,!-me tims __ �_!!]��-
bodies, cap��le o(sociality��d e1:!t��-· _ 

To search t<)r ethical bodies in these later works is to ask after the 
genesis of the body. This genesis prO\ides the non ethical, or nor yet 
ethical, background to an ethics of the body. It giws rise to a multi
plicity of bodies in the flesh, which makes there be other bodies along 
with my own opening the question of ethics among our bodies. For 
this genetic account, I will turn to E_vt· and 1.ltiud, which, among all 
of Merleau-Ponty's works, is the one that presents us with a literal 
mirror. In this mirror, ,ve ,vill encounter the secret of genesis

} 
which 

characterizes the flesh- the genesis ofmy body and its mirror im.age, 
my body and its other. This mirror is more than a mere device. In this 
"magical" mirror, we see a figuration for all flesh1 - fhr the flesh th-it 
radiarcs, that wanders through the world as vision and reas.�mbks 
itself in visibks, "la Visihilite tantot erramc et tam6t r-.isscmblee"' 

(Visibility sometimes wandering and sometimes reasscmbkd) (VI 

39 
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1 8 1/1 37-38 ), the flesh that is l'l�yant-visible (seeing-visible), that 15 
sensing and sensible. 

Drawing upon this magical mirror, I wish to interrogate the possi

bility ofan ethics in Merlcau-Ponty's later works. The multiple radia• 

tions of the flesh, seen in the mirror, show the impossibility of a 

solipsistic body, as well as the intrinsic interpenetration and cogenesi1 
of bodies that arise in the flesh .  But this interpenetration is not yet nee• 
essarily an ethical relation for Merleau-Ponty. Merleau-Ponty descrioo 
the mirror in Eye and Mind as a "prehuman way of seeing," a mag1• 
cal vision that is also that of the painter.2 The mirror's vision is pre
human and presocial; like the painter's, it is a vision that suspend.I 
judgment and engagement in the \Vorld. "Only the painter is entitled 
to look at everything without being obliged to appraise what he sees."l 
This detached vision performs a curious epoche of social, human life; 
it withdraws from the interests and the responsibilities of life in order 

to better attend to the genesis of these rclations.4 This vision remains 
beneath the threshold of ethics, allowing us to see the ground where 
�yself and the other are engendered, the precursor to any ethical rela
non between us. We will need to turn to The Visible and the Invisiblt1 

as _well as to the preface of Signs, to see how this precursor to ethics, 
th1s genetic ground of the flesh, can produce the singu lar bodies that 
bear responsibility. ... 

(ARTESIAN MIRRORS ANO MAGICAL MIRRORS IN fo ANO MINO 

There are several mirr • · E d • . ors 111 ye an Mtnd - each witness to the 
genesis of a different bod · ·I · 

. Y Wll 1 1ts own consequences for ethics. As I look mto these mirrors h d 1 M 
' , w at o sec?  The answer is ditfrrent for erleau-Ponty than it wa c. Re , I) . . s 10r ne escartcs. The Cartcsi;:in who looks mto the mirror sees or rat) • h. k I . · · ,  1er t m s t 1at he sees, an automaton a man· nequm that resembles hi b h • . 

m, ut t at 1s not really thrre. The Cartesian mirror performs a double ·11 . C .. · . _ 1 usion and, at nnt'.t', rdkcts back to the ,artesian the tmposs1bi l ity of a bodily cth1' . .  Th . lS. e image that the Cartesian sees . tl . . r 
produced b tl . 1 

· · 111 le mirror 1s an unreal chrct Y le P ay of reflected I' ,} v· , 1 impact of the . ,  1 . ,] 
ig lt rays. · 1s1011 occurs by the crnsa sc tg 1t rays on the ey • . . . · t:s. a movement 1s transmittc:d trom 
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the object (which is itself merely extension, figure and motion). This 
movem,ent is conveyed through a transparent medium to the eyes, 
and from the eyes to that little gland in  the brain whose vibrations the 
soul feels. 5 Through this mechanical, causal transfer of movement, the 
soul begins to see.6 

The mirror is an obstacle on the path of these light rays, a contin
gent detour that results in an illusion. For, being used to a vision that 
is geometrical and causal, the Cartesian is led to project into the mir
ror the image seen, in a straight line from his eyes. The mirror sub
verts the normal functioning of vision and reveals its weaknesses, its 
illusions. 

The resemblance between the object and the mirror image is no more 
than a projection of the Cartesian's thought. There can be no real resem
blance between the two, one being a thing of extension and motion, 
the other a collection of light rays. Their relation is constituted by causal
ity and difference. The image is at best a representation of the object� 
the reflected light rays are like signs that excite the soul to See the object 
but that do not resemble that which they represent.7 Resemblance always 
comes afterwards in Cartesian vision; it is a result of projection, and 
another illusory efl:ect of the mirror. 

If the Cartesian recognizes himself in the mirror, the illusion is 
doubled. for the mirror image can represent no more than an outer 
shell, a body that could be mistaken for an automaton. The image is 
a surface reflection without expressive life.8 For the Cartesian, "'the 
mirror image is in no sense a part of him'' ·•rimage speculaire n'est 
ricn de lui" ( EM 39/1 3 1 ). This surface reflection, this outside with
out inside, is nothing intrinsic to the one before the mirror, nothing 

tlut reallv resembles him. The reflected light rays have no genuine resem
blance t� his body; even less can they capture the essence of his soul .  
For the Cartesian, the factitious experience in the mirror transfi.)rms 
him into an autonMton, as does the vision of another who sees 
him through a window as he walks down the street. This becoming
automato1; is a possibility that haunts the Cartesian botiy - a body 
that senses nothing, le,,st of all itself.9 Neitht.·r the Cartesian body, 
nor the image tlut it projects in the mirror, is sensing-sensible (smmnt
stnsible)� neither one is flcsh. 1° For the Cartesian, this automaton-body 
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is extrinsic to questions of ethics . The root of  ethics is to be located 
in the will, the soul, not in the mechanically produced gestures of 
a body. 

The Cartesian mirror generates rhc i l lusion of an illusion . The mir
ror image represents a mere outer form without life, and this repre• 
sentation is nothing but the play of reflected light. What the mirror 
reflects back to the Cartesian body is its inhumanity, its impossibility 
as an ethical subject. 1 1  

vv11at, then, happens when I look into Mcrlcau-Ponty's mirror� We 
first learn that the mirror is a technical object that "has sprung up along 
the open circuit between the seeing and the visible body" (EM 33/129); 
the mirror is hence a "technique of the body" (EM 33/129). This 
follows from what we know of The Phenomenology of Perception. The 
mirror can be seen as an extension of my lived body, an apparatus deriv• 
at1ve upon my corporeal schema, not unlike the pen that i use for writ· 
ing, or the_i::ane that the blind person uses to perceive the ,vorld. In 
this context, the mirror is an instrument that allows me to see more 
of my visible body - but only by relying upon its already constituted 
visibility. Because the body is already a seeing-visible, the mirror can 
extend what the body sees of itself. This addition does not, however1 

�roduce a qualitative change in the lived body, which, on this account, 
is a� already fully constituted being, a seeing-visibk� and a sensing· 
s�nsiblc. Hence, we read in Eye and },find: "Every technique is a 'tcch· nique of the body.' . . . The mirror emerges because I am a visible see-er f Foytmt-visible], because there is a reflexivitv of the sensible; the mir:or translates and reproduces that rcfkxivity';(EM 33/129). Even \\ith this pre11· · d . .. · · . nunary escnptton, Merlcau-Ponty goes far be:vond the Cartesia · · .,1 1 , . • · n mirror. r� er eau-Ponty s rmrror docs not mcrelv reflect an outer shell a f, ·bi d -11 . . . . · • cc e an I usory copy ot mvsclf; 1t translates and reproduces the rev , • · t  · 1 ·  . t· I 1 . . ' . . . . . erst )1 lty o t 1c ivcd body. 1 his ren:rs1b1htv defines the flesh of tl • b i c: l 1t: oc Y ior n1crlcau-Ponty: "A human body IS present when between th • , ._ . d h • . ·. , e sec er an t c v1sihk, bt·twccn touchmg and touched, bcrwccn one , ' . ' I k. . . C}C ann t 1c other, between h,md and hand a tnd of crossover orcurs ·h . I . I. , . ; · ,  w en t 1c spark ot the scnsing/st·nsihle is tt, \\hen the fire starts to b 1 . 1 · urn t H\t w1 1 not cease unti l some acdlknt 
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befalls the body, undoing what no accident would have sufficed to do" 
(EM 2 1/125 ). This reversibility that characterizes my flesh can infect 
the body in the mirror. In this way, the mirror image is no longer an 
automaton but a sensing-sensible that duplicates me, that is invested 
;,vith my own life. The spark benveen the sensing and the sensible, which 
defines my l ived body, can be extended to its image in the mirror. \\-'hat 
I encounter in the mirror is another myself: a double v:ith ,,ilom I am 
reversible, and ,vith whom I can exchange experiences. Hence, .Merleau~ 
Ponty can say (in an example taken from Schilder), "smoking a pipe 
before a mirror, I fee! the sleek, burning surface of the wood not only 
where my fingers are but also in those otherworldly fingers, those merely 
visible ones inside the mirror" 12  (EM 33/129). 

This goes far deeper than any Cartesian mirroring. Merkau-Pomy's 
mirror gives me a double animated "ith life, expression and teeling 
a double who has both an inside and an outside, ,,·ho is both sensing 
and sensible, another body that is flesh. But is this double still any more 
than an extension of myself� a thing invested ,,ith my l ife, a copy 
drawn from my original flesh? On this accot1nt, �krleau-Ponty pushes 
the Cartesian mirror to its breaking point, but it does not yet produce 
a genuine and irreducible other. I find myself again as a solipsistic 
subject \'vith no intrinsic connection to others. My mirror image, my 
other, remains accidental to me. The encounter in the mirror alters 
nothing of my essential being) so that, after the mirror, I am left sov
ereign and alone in my world. No more than the Cartesian am I forced 
to become ethical. 

There is much more in Merleau-Pom:y's account in E_ve and Mimi 
than this, and much more i n  the mirroring experiences he describes 
than we have shmvn up to this point. So far, it has seemed that the 
mirror image is acc idental to the original; its existence depends upon 
the contingent pl.lccmcnt of that spedal devi,e, the mirror, befrxe me, 
The image shows something ,,bout me, but it is not necessary to me. 
It comes as an accessorv to mv already constituted, sensing-sensible 
body. But Ew and Mind move� beyon�i this presentation of the con• 
stitt;tcd nh�norncnological bodv to the genesis of th�\t txxiy. This 

,. t " � 

ao.:oums for the pcnili,,r point of view of E_Yf mid Jlitui. It allies itsdf 
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with the painter and the mirror - instances of a magical and pre• 
human vision that sees what is invisible to profane vision and yet whar 
makes it possible, a vision that sees to the genesis of bodies and things, 

Hence, it becomes important to note that the other myself that I 
see in the mirror is not a contingent addition to my body. It arises, 
not only with l iteral mirrors, but everywhere I encounter others; 
"man [ sic] is a mirror for man" (EM 34/1 30) .  And these others, these 
mirrors, do not come after the body, but arise along with it, and haunt 
it perpetually: ''Further, associated bodies must be revived along with 
my body- 'others,' not merely as my congeners, as the zoologist says, 
but others who haunt me and whom I haunt; 'others' along with whom I haunt a single, present, and actual Being as no animal ever haunted those of his own species, territory or habitat" (EM I 3/122). The actual body never arises alone; it is not a solipsistic possession. Its genesis 
is at the same time a haunting, an interpenetration and rcversibiliiy \\ith other bodies. That the lived body always arises with others and cannot be constituted alone can be seen i n  concret.e terms in Iv1erleauPomts account of early childhood experience ( see mv coda at the end ohhis essay). For Merleau-Ponty, every genesis in  the flesh is at least 

-�.doublin!F�e,fles� r.idiates in a multiplicity of bodies . Is this, then1 how the spark between the sensing and the sensible comes to be. lit! Is th�_ sr�:.k ever possible in an isolated body? Thus, we may begin to locate die possibility of an ethics in Eve and Mind. 
w· h · · . it these cons1derat1ons, we must return to the mirror - the mir· 

ror_as t�e figure of doubling and of multiplicity, of radiation in the flesh. This mirror "outlines and amplifies the metaphysical structure of our flesh"' (EM 33/1 29 '  . • ). At the same time, we must return to the rda-:on of the body and the mirror image, seen not as extension, but as . .,. •.· transubstantiation" and "efl;·ct1've bi ,. ( l ·tfi. ) s. . ,._ rcsem ance resst>;-nb titlct· e ma . . With these terms Merl • p . - , cau- onty turns to a theological n:gistcr, to an aesthetic theology a th , I d fl 1 . , co ogy ma c es 1. He appeals hevond Cartesian categones of reprcscmaf · 1 1 . . ·· . · ion, wit 1 t 1c1r evacuation of n:semblance, to a magical theory of visi > 1 f l , . . . 13 · < 1 , 0 transu ,stant1at1on and dlt·nivc rescm· blance. · In this rcgad th . • 
d . 

· . ' l , c nurror 1s no longn a men: tcdmiqLlr enved from the structure l'tl . b .. l • · 0 le r,uy; rather, 'Mirrors are instruments 
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of a universal magic that converts things into spectacles, spectacles into 
things, myself  into another, and another into myself" (E.M 34/130). 
The mirror and the other are intrinsic to my body and flesh. from being derivative, they are, as we shall see, caHed for by my flesh 
ancl complete it. 

THE MIRROR, THE PAIHIER 

We thus come to the mirror and the painter- instances of tl1at mag
ical and prehuman vision that wanders through Eye and .i',find. Merle.au
Ponty says of the mirror: "This prehuman way seeing things is 
e mblematic of the painter's way..,, (EM 32/129). But who is this 
painter, and what does she see? 

The painter is situated at the threshold of any faculty of represen
tation, at the l imit of knowing subjectivity. The vision of the painter 
wanders in the subrepresentative, in the prehuman domain of the 
workings of the flesh.14 The painter sees at the limits of the visible; she 
sees that which makes it Yisible� the genesis of spectacles and things. 
Hence, 

Light, lighting, shadows, reflections, color, all these objects of [ the painter's] quest are not altogether real objects; like ghosts., they have only visual existence. In fact they exist only at the threshold of profane vision; they are not ordinarily seen. The painter's gaze asks them what they do to suddenly cause something to be and to be tbis thing, "vhar they do to compose this t,ilismm of a world, to make us see the visible. (EM 29/128) 
111is domain of the painter is imisible to ordinary, profane vision. Profane 
vision constructs and represents, as science does; it sees only thingi, 

objects-in-geneml, posirivities (El\{ 9 /12 l ). Painting, on the other hand, 
performs a noncategori.\.'.:,tl secing. 1 � It sees that which is elided by pro
fane vision in its drive to grasp objects. The p;linter's vision aims at 
that which has onlv \isual existence - that which refuses s�-iuhesis under 
a concept, \vh i'"·h �.mnot be made imo an object. The merely visual is 
nothing to a conccpru,1I seeing., since it is in excess of what can be cog
n ized; it has 1:xistence only for vision, not for the faculty of reprt':Sentation. 



That which is merely visible (which is invisible from the profane point 

of vinv) is no less real, no kss felt. The prehuman vision of Eye and 
tifind is more expansive than ordinary vision. It is a vision of lights, 
colors, textures and depth, but also of what is normally taken to be 
hidden in the recesses of the body; it is a synaesthetic vision of move
ment, touch and atlect. 16 These i nvisibles, or secret visibles, as Merlcau
Pont)' calls them, arc not negligible cflects of profane vision, secondary 
quali ties or illusions. They are that which allows us to see, that which 
makes there be visibks to be seen; they provide the very structure, the 
invisible lining of the visible world, the secret of its gencsis.17 

Painting sees these invisibles, not because it evokes them through "visual data;' but because it sees them, because it  sees .more. "[ Pain ring} gives visible existence to what profane vision believes to be i nvisible" (EM 27 /127). In this sense, painting perfrlrms a transubstantiatian-18 

The iI1visibl e  of profane vision, the secret of the ,vorld's visibilitr, becomes visible in the painting. That which was only vir tually visible "'becomes at once visible_for us and for itself" (EM 32/129). 1,ike the ritual of the sacraments� paintii-i"g transforms what ,:i.,·as only profanely seen into an embodiment and visible expression of the invisible .  \\''hat was me_rely bread and \\foe becomes body and blood. Though -pro· fane ''ision d<::.t�cts 1}9 difference, the prehuman vision of the painter sees the._in1:1sjb)e reality penetrating the profane visible, and expresses t�lt!_ir intertwining. 
. This is what characterizes the vision of the painter. It is a seeing that is at the_ sa1:1e time a production, a transubstantiation, transforming 

, 1  that which it sees · t · · .... . , . . . ... ... · ·· ··· · ·  . 1 • ; -.,. .. .. . · m O pamtmgs. fhc pamtcr s v1s1on 1s an  ongomg birth savs Merkau-I>c r ( f' l.1 32/ l "  , . · . .  -. . .. . ' • . Jn Y ,n .::9). In the pamter, "v1s10n becomes gesture'� ' EM 60/1 39·. t\l -�;-----: -· - \ 1 ). And this gesture is the continuJI genesll, of images The image ·1s . t h . ·t I , . . .. . . . . . · ' no t c v1si ) e tmn,!J of p rotanc ,·1s10n, nor 1s 1t a copv or represcntat1' > l  I t . " ' . · 1 1 • . " 
• 

1 
• 

· l 1 . 1s a v1s1 ) c of the st'.cond power ��� 22(126), which shows what makes visibility possible. That whii.:h ts ehdcd m profane visi( 1 fi i . . 'bl k . , n 111l s v1s1 c expression in  the rniming and ta es on reality fi.>r itself TI · . ' � . k' . . . . · 1c Image reveals tht invisible and internal wor mgs of vision - the . . . · . 1, . . · . . . . 
Id . . grncsis o v1�1bks and s4:cmg-v1s1 bles tn the wor · Bur how 1i; this labo t· · . ·  r O v1s1on seen m the mirror?20 How is rhe 
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"round eye of the mirror" an i nstance of the magical and prchuman 
vision in Eye and Mind? 

As I stand before it; ,vhat does the mirror sec? It sees ,vhat it takes 
to make me body; it sees the secret of my flesh, that spark rhat is needed 
to make me a sensing-sensible and a seeing-visible .  As the painter's 
vision wanders the world in search the secrets of visibility, the 
mirror's gaze searches out the secret of my being. Where profane, 
Cartesian vision sees only an ou ter shell, a possible automaton, 
the mirror goes deeper, 'What it sees is the reversible structure of the 
body - that blending and indivision of sensing and sensible, that 
that wil l  make me a living body. 

Like the painter's vision, the vision of the mirror is a genesis .  i\s 
Merlcau-Pomy says: "In [the mirror], my extcrnality becomes com
plete. Everything that is most secret about me passes into that face, 
that flat, dosed being of which I was already dimly aware; from hav
ing seen my reflection mirrored in water. "]1 In the mirror, I see more 
than my body; I see my face. And in this face there is still more to be 
seen. For the fuce in the mirror expresses my inner lite. Suddenly \vhat 
is most intimate and secret, what I could never before see, takes \1Si
ble existence. My outside completes i tself It is no longer a mere shell, 
a flat and closed entity, a Cartesian reflection .  My outside becomes, in 
the mirror, the form and expression of an inside; my outside, my face, 
becomes intertwini;d with my invisibk, aflective lite, and brings it to 
visibility. Thus, the mirror completes my body by lighting the spark 
of inside and outside. It establishes in the mirror image the indivision 
of sensing and sensible; it brings together the profane visible and its 
invisible lining fr>r the first time before my eyes. For the first rime, I 
see this face where my secret is expressed, and I experience a reYersibil
ity between this visible in  the mirror and my inner, sensing life. The 
spark is lit, flkkering bttween the mirror image and my bod�', and both 
my body and the image become flesh. (For a concrete p;1r;1l1d, see • Merlcau -Ponty's 1 • .kscription of the mirror in childhood experi-
ence in the coda to this cs..-;,1y.) 

Hence, the mirror not on ly recognizes the secret of my flesh, it 
accomplisht'S it .  In rhe mirror is produo::d that seact genesis of living 
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bodies which characterizes the flesh. The mirror shows the simulta• 
ncous doubling, the multiplicity, of that genesis. The mirror ( as well 
as the face of the other) transforms my vision. My vision is no longer 
a profane vision, grasping only objects in the world, but a vision that 
sees, and genet"ates, the invisible lifr that animates the face. 

Merleau-Ponry describes another experience that reiterates the burning Link of sensing and sensible which arises in the mirror: '"Schilder observes that, smoking a pipe before a mirror, I feel the sleek, burning surfuce of the wood not only where my fingers are but also in those otherworldly fingers, those merely visible ones inside the mir· ror" (EM 33/129). How is it that these merely visible fingers feel anything? How is it that the visible and sensible also senses (a feat impossible in a Cartesian body)? These reflected fingers are phantoms at the threshold of profane vision, which dismisses them as illusions. But in the prehuman vision of the mirror, these fingers take on real· ity. The mirror captures, in the sheer visibility of the fingers, the invis· ibles that make them flesh . It transforms, transubstantiates, my fingers into those merely visible fingers - and, in so doing, it  gives visible existence to what was invisible and secret about them. In this sense, the merely visible mirror image is also affection, touch and movement. The burning sensation in the mirror is not deduced by analogy ¼ith my own fingers, nor is it given by empathy; rather� that feding is part of the envclopii1g ·· 'b•1· f h v1s1 I 1 ty o t e mirrored fingers themselves .  In this wayi t�e �hantom fingers are glorious for Merleau"Ponty. They perform, \v1thm the visible the . , h · f 1 • . • · , synaest esta o r 1e senses - that prom1scm�· and overlap that is the secret of mv body's flesh Merkau-PontY's mirror shows not onl . th · ·f, . . . · . Y e genesis o v1s1ble bodies m the world but the production of ace et' · d h. . . . . W! 1v1ty an t u.:kncss m these hvmg bodies rha1 are flesh. 

Emrnv[ RESEMBLAN(t THE MIRROR AS flGURE Of TH£ FLESH 
These cxpcrient:es in th · , · e mirror pomt us to wh;lt Mer!cau· Pont): means by rcsscmblance 6a; ( ·ff· . . l ·h . u•cace c ec.:tive n.:semblarn.:·t ) - a n:sembbncc t 1at c.: aractenzcs the rd f . f' .· .• . . . a ion o \ts1blc thmg and pamtmg, of bod1 
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and mirror image . Unlike the Cartesian relation of representation, the 
resemblance that links me to my image in the mirror is an intrinsic one. 
The image is not a mere copy, but reproduces what is most essential 
about me. The image in the mirror duplicates me in all my affective life, 
in all that makes my body this sensing-sensible. It doubles me, but ·with 
a difference; it exposes me, making visible what was most intimate and 
secret about me. 

But there is another sense in which this resemblance is intrinsic to 
me. There is a necessary duplication of my body, an essential mirror
ing and othering that is part of the structure of the flesh. My body 
with its necessary ghosts, and these ghosts, these mirror images com
plete its flesh. The possibility of ethics can be located in this necessary 
mirroring. My body is never alone. Its genesis is at once a cogenesis 
ofother bodies in the flesh. Ths intrinsic intercorporeity calls for a devel
opment of my relation to the other; it calls for an approach to the other 

and hence brings me into the domain of ethics. That this mirroring is 
an ontological structure of the flesh can be seen in the importance that 
Merkau-Ponty accords the "mirror stage" i n  early childhood experi
ence; this offers a concrete example of the cogenesis of lived bodies, 
mine and the other's, in the flesh. 

The relation of my body to its other, to its mirror image, is not tha t  
of an original t o  a copy; i t  i s  a relation that emanates, r-adiates, from 
the tksh and gives rise to both terms. Hence, there_is an �nhaent mul
tiplicatiorurnd emanation in the tlesh, \\i�h which ,,·e come to the 
aest hetic theology of Eye and �vlind. For ressembl,uue e_fjicace, as 
Mcrlcat�-Pomv uses it evokes the resemblance of the persons of the 

, ' Trinity, and in particular the relation of Father and Son.2� The Son is 
the image of the Father, l inked to him by a "primary resemblance" and 
a "primary equality" that makes them cmu11bst,mtial. Both are of one 
substance, conn�rging in the unity of God, though they express ._m: 

tercnt personal properties. Tlwy are the same flesh, under different 
aspects. The persons are inseparable, the Son radiates from the Father 
but cannot be scpar;1tcd from him. Like the ghostly bodies ind mir
rors that haunt me and ·with whom I haunt the flesh, one person is 
essential to the or her, forming with the third the unity of the Christian 
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God. In addition, the Son is the visible image of the invisible Father. 
Their resemblance generates something, the visible expression of an 
invisible. The Son, the image, is not a mere representation indicating 

a hidden reality. It is the actual, visible embodiment of that reality, that 
same flesh, having efficacious existence in the world . The prehuman vision of the flesh behaves according to such a11 effec
tive resemblance. "All flesh, and even that of the world, radiates beyond 
itself' (EM 8 1/145 ) .  It radiates, splits itself up, and generates the 
,�sible world with its invisible texture as well as the images that haunt 
this world - reflecting back to it the secret ofits o\vn genesis. Paintings and mirrors perform the magic that is in all vision, the duplication and radiation of the flesh that is i nvolved in al l seeing; for everything seen is both there and here, hoth thing in the world and image for vision (EM 28/128).23 Only profane vision insists on fixing and defining 1 boundaries- on separating seeing from the thing seen, soul from body, / and sensing from sensible. But the flesh knows onlv prnmiscuit\·, 

; reversibility and encroachment. The mirror and the pain;er ;� i�;t;_;� I of this reversibility and overlap. They are instances of a desire, the desire of the \'ision that is flesh to see itself� to fold over and be visible for itself This desire, which functions more by excess than by lack, is the principle for the fission and multiplication of the flesh, for its radiation into bodies and images. The mirror and the painter arc effects of this desire?' This desire ofvision, this fission and multiplication offlcsh1 establishes a cogencsis of bodies, an imcrcorporeity, and hence brings us to the question of an ethics. 
T IIE GENtRAllTY AND T OTALIZATIOII Of VISION 
Ar_the time of his candidacy for the Col lege de France �krkau-Ponty wntcs: ' 

The st��y of perception could only teach us a "bad �1mhiguirv," :i. mix· ture of finitudc and ll111· " , J '  t·· · · · , · I . . "' ' . ,crsa 1ty, o 1mcrior1ty and cxtl.'nonty. Bur t wre is a good amh1gwtv" 1· 11 rh , h . . , . . , c P cnomenon of cxpn:ss10n, :i. spontane· lty wluch ,Ki.'.ompli�hes wti"t , .. ·d . l · · h J · · " appc,m: to lC unpossihlc when \Ve o srrveu onlv the sc1Mratc cl •m . 1. . 1·· . , h · , , . . . c en s. • • , o establish this wonder would be meta· P \'SICS ltM.::lt and would at· tl • · · · · · I · (lJP 1 1 )  · 1c Mllllt tunc give us the p1inl' ipk ot an et 1Ks, 
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The phrasing of this citation represents an earlier terminology, one that 
is humanist and not yet that of the flesh. But the movement outlined 

therein will be repeated in both The Visible and the lnvisibl.e and in Signs. 
'Wbat is this move from perception, or vision, to expression? And how 
does this allow for "the principle of an ethics"? 

Thus far, we have analyzed a genetic (and a lmost mythical) moment 
in the flesh, a moment that the mirror points to and reproduces each 
time I find myself before it. This is the moment of the cogenesis of 
bodies, as radiations and folds of the flesh. The moment of the fission 
of the flesh makes my embodiment at once a haunting and interpen
etration by other bodies, les corps associes) les ruttres ( associated bodies, 
others) (EM 13/1 22). 

But what happens when this moment is extended, when one body 
fixes its gaze upon another, and their vision interlocks? What happens 
when the bodies� which have been engendered out of the flesh, remain 
tied to one another solely through that prehuman vision that has ,,it· 
nessed their genesis and produced it -\.vhen the two bodies continue 
to exchange look, touch and affect, as I did ,vith my mirror image in 
Merleau-Ponty's examples in Eye and Mind? This question arises 
explicitly i n  both 111c Visible and the Invisible and in the preface to Signs: 

What is it like \vhen one of the others turns upon me, meets mr gaze, and fastens his own upon my body and my face? Unless we have recourse to the ruse of speech, putting a common domain of thoughts bet\veen us as a third party, the experience is intolerable. There is nothing left to look at but a look. Seer and seen are exactly inter· changeable . The two glances an:: immobilized upon one another. Nothing can distract them and distinguish them from one another, since things are abolished and each no longer has to do ,virh anything but its duplicate . (PS 24/16) As soon as we sec other seers . . .  ( f ]or the first rime the body no longer couples itsdfup with the world, it clasps another body, ap�lyi'.lg: [ itsdf to it] carefully with its whole extension, ttmning tirdess.ly'l\,th m hands the strange stamt: which in its turn gives everything it r1:."1.:eive�, the body is lost outskk of the world and ics goals, fasdnated by the umque occn· p,1tion of floating in Bdng with a.llorhcr lite, of making itsdf the outside ofits inside ;md the inside ofits outside. Anii h�·nl.'.efi.wth movement, touch, vision, applying themselves to the other �1nd to themselves, 
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return toward their source and, in the patient and silent labor of desire 
begin the paradox of expression. (VI 1 8  8-89 / 143-44) 

In each case, the vision that joins my body to the other is found to be 

in\�krable. T!1is experience oftransitivism in the flesh - the exchange
ab1hty of bodies, the transference oftouch, movement and vision from 
one body to the other - proves unbearable . For this experience 
reduces to a duality that excludes the interruption or diversion of a 
third term, that suspends both the existence of the world and that of 
forther others (les tiers) . 

To �nderstand this experience, we must refer back once again to 
the pamter. "The painter's world is a visible world, nothing but \1Si
bl�: a_ world almost mad, because it is complete though only partial. 
�ai_ntm_g awakens and carries to i ts highest pitch a delirium which is 
\1s1on itself" (D.' 26/1 27 '  \7

' • 
_ . 

,, 1 ). · 1s1on, even the p.unter's prehuman 
\'lS1on has a totalizi11g t ,  d \r · , . - en ency. ; 1s1on pretends to capture e\'cqthmg, 
to possess its landscape - and to do so only through visibility. It forces 
thc o�er aspects or dimensions of being to take on visibility in order 

to exist for vision (ErvI 27/127) l'h· • . -
1 · • 1s 1s at once the virtue and the 

excess of vision The · t· d h . 
. · · pam mg an t e mrrror show all there is to see, 

ewn mv mner life ·  thev all . , · 
• • 

, 
J ow me to come to existence betore mv vcn' 

eyes, lighting the spark c f , · · ·d . - . . ' · 
. ) m� msi c with mv outside . But this tram· 

formation transu b t · · . 'bi · . ' s antiation, has a cost. All that I am must take on 
vrs1 e existence in the p · · h . . . . amtmg or t e mrrror 1 1nagc· ,lll that 1s hidden 
must be e d · ' . xpose to view, possessed by visibi l itv. Is there not in th • end , , . 

' . . 
. . . ' c , some rcmamdt�r that resists the totahza· 

t1on of vision and that is • . , 
-61 _ 

' . . its prccondmon ?  Is there not for every imis· 
l e transubstant1ated lnt ,. · ' I: . . , ·;-·--- ; ·····-··: • --·- · ·. ·- . .. . . . 
d . . ·-- · - - · - · . : .. . ...... 0 '-'1s1 11ht} _<!jur!b_<;r____�!lVIs1 ble upon whtch epcnds the v1s1on of the 11 · h . - .. ·· -·---
that . . b . 

llrror or I c parntcr - a blind spot or rain 
rcmams eh1nd ever . · "bi , ) . . .- . . . , 

I · 1 . . Y visi e. \Vhde a totalizmg v1s1on nur c aim c osure for itself and C( I • • . , sibil "ty f h. . )lllp etc possess10n of the nthtr the pos· 1 0 et ics lies with this · ·d ,· . . ', . . th . . . . . . . ' irrc uubk rcmamdcr. Bv mamtainrng e openness of vision - b in . , . . . 
. . , 

and tl • .1 • . Y tcrruptmg Its at tempts to possess nsdt lC ot icr, by restoring the . Id . 
thcr invisible b ·t , • • · I • ":'<�r and mscrtmg a third tc:rm, a fur· ' e v. i.:cn I le two vis1bl . . h . regards _ , . . , f 

' es w O contmually exchange tlmr \\ e can inally approach an e th ics . . 
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The totalization of vision is a forgetting, or more accurately, a 
refusal to remember, the remainder ofinvisibility.25 It is the metaphysical 
desire of vision ( already evoked above) to sec itself, not only as it sees 
the world, but also at the very place where it sees itself; it is the desire 
for complete specularity and closure. Merleau-Ponty t.'Vokes this gen
erality or anonymity of vision in The Visible and the Invisible. Indeed, 
for the cycle of vision to achieve closure, for the two seeing bodies to 
be exactly matched and substitutable one for the other, they must remain 
in generality and universality. Thjs is because the introduction of a 
singular term would create a break, an untranslatable and indeclinable 
element that cannot be exchanged for another, There would then 
be something in what the other sees that I couJd not possess - the 
other's way of seeing, her field of experience, \vhich would be inac
cessible to me. Thus, within the hypothesis of generality, my body and 
the other are but diffrrent instances of the same anonymous, pre
human vision. This vision is exchanged and adjusted between us in a 
closed cycle.26 This vision, which is flesh, looks at itselflooking - and 
I and the other are swept up in the cycle of generality. This \ision seeks 
to be complete, to see itself at the very root of what makes it vision, 
at its final blind spot. Through the cycle of two anonymous bodies, 
vision pursues this desire \Vithout end, ""sans vainqueur, et - . - sans 
titulaire" (which has no victor, and no titular incumbent) (PS 24/1 7); 

it is fascinated in this narcissistic pursuit. 
But vision is, at the same time, insufficient to this pursuit; for though 

it may desire to be total, it can only be partial. In Merleau- Ponty's 
,Kcount, there is some slight difference ( imrt) between the two bod
ies that resists the cYcle of tornlizing ,ision, a singubrity that cannot 

. �· 

be incorporated into it. For my body and that of the other n.·main dis-
tinct, as do mv two lMnds tlut touch. Though they may ext.:hJ.nge expe· 
ricnccs, our bodies m.1intain the minimal ditkrence of number - and 
Yision is fbrced to circle between them, without achieving stability. If 
not for this noni:oin..:idcncc, this invisible renuinder or blind spot, the 
cvcle uf vision could he dosed, and the experit: 1Ke would be one of 
tidtillml·nt and joyfu l  contt:mpbtion, not ofintokrabk fasci1ution. \Ve 
tt:d the tr,Ke of this ditkrcnce in the unhcarabiliry of the experit:nce 
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lvlerleau-Pont:y describes, in our resistance to forming a synthesis or totality with the other, in our attempt to maintain the distinction between us, at the very least that of number. Hence, this slight difference or icart is at once the negative sign that the cycle of vision cannot be sustained, and the positive ability to intcrrup� the cycle, to moyc beyond generality to a new dimension of differentiation and invisibility. This difference is the precursor to expression. 27 

E TH!CAl BODIES: hPRESSION, GESTURE, V DICE 
To b�e.ak out of the totalizing cycle of vision, intercorporcity must be d�firuti:·ely extended beyond the generality of the visible. 28 This prod_ucti�n of a new dimensionality constitutes, for Mcrleau-Ponty, a subli_matwn of the flesh. Hitherto visible flesh is sublimated into invisible dimensions of singular expression - dimensions that remain intertwined with the visible a11d ·bl h.l · . . sensi e w 1 c gomg beyond them and resisting mcorporauon back into them. As he says in The Visible and the lnl'isiblc1 Yet this flesh that one sees and touches is not all there is to flesh . . . . The reversibi]itv that defines th fI h . . h , · . . . ·1 e es exists m ot er hckis- 1t 1s e\'en mcomparablr more ao-,le th . d bi - . · ' . • .  . a- ere an capa e of weavmg relations between bodies that thJS tune will not ( nl l b . ·• . . . > Y en arge, ut ,v11l pass dchmtivelv beyond the Circle of the visible Am , ·h · ong my movements, there are some that go no\\- ere - that do not e , fi d . h . h . ,en go .n m t c other body their resemblance or t CJr archetype ·  the . h [; . 1 . · se are t e aoa movements, many gestures, and especially those strange m 1 • , · ' _ ovemems of the throat and mouth that form tlc er, and the voice. (VI 1 89-90/144) There i s  no longer a me • d"tf' d re 1 crence of number between mv bodv an that of the other but d'fr . . - · of th fl . . 

' _ a I ierentiation that spans the dimensions e csh. This new dime l .· r h .  . . . - . . of the fl ·h . 1 siona ity, t is multtphnty of d1mcns1011s es ' represents for I opens up be ,, • 
us t 1c concrete possibil ity of an ethics, It tv.een myself and the oth . I • i th . . . . of . er, x:yonc e munenctl d1st1ncnon our two bodies or our two I k . I , . . . . . that can be 00 s, a I the poss1bk d1tkrcnt1anons generated between u . i l each H . , • , · · s, an, t tat cxpn:ss the singu!.tritv ot . cn,c, voice, gesture and s , . .  I . . . . . between us "S , • . . 1 · l ccc 1, as well as thought, are mscrtcJ · ' I  cc, 1 · · · would intcrr t I · t· • - . . . J It would not SUJ)f) . . . . . . up t 11s :1srn1at1on [ ot v1s10n . . rcss it) lt would pllt ·1 11· 1 0 , carrying it on ti. >rward"1� 
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(PS 24/17) .  In excess of its visibility, the body before me begins to 
smi le, to speak and to think. This body is no longer anybody in gen
eral , any voyant (secr), but reveals a particular character and expresses 
a specific style oflife .  In its gestures, its facial expressions and the tone 
of its voice, it is incomparable to any other. 30 That body which is 
before me is a particular field of interrelated qualities; it is an individ
uated field of experience, a concrete and singular other. In this sense, 
when the other's regard intersects with my own, this event has reper
cussions beyond what is visible. For within the expression of a face and 
in the context of bodily gestures, the regard communicates the other's 
singularity in her attitude toward me (her pleasure at seeing me, her 
attempts at avoidance, her curiosity, openness or animosity, and so on}; 
this regard marks a distinctive way of being that cannot be exhaustively 
defined nor exchanged with any other. 

Expression thus transforms the seeing-visible body beyond the 
realm of visibili tv - bv a further transubstantiatio11 or su blimatio�. of 

., ._,""... - •-- • •• -• ------•- -•-• •••- -
........ � 

••••-" • ,  C • 0 

its flesh. From the multiple expressions that differentiate our bodies, 
�};_?ciy and that of the other can no longer be considered instances 
of anonymity and generality in vision, but take on the aspect of sin
gularity. The lived body expresses itself in new and distinctive dimen
sions, becoming a singular, human body, un corps propre ( one's own 
body). This individuationin the flesh is reflected in the importance 
that expression (v��alization, gesture, facial expression, speech) takes 
on in Makau • Ponty's account ofearly childhood de\·elopment; in this 
sense, as we shall see in the coda at the end of this essay, the "mirror 
stage" understood on purely visual terms is necessary though not 
sufficient for the genesis of singular, social bodies. 

For .Merleau-Ponty, new dimensions of expression and ditlerentia
tion do not have the dkct of isolating the body in absolute particu
larity; rather, through them, the body is opened to sociality and hence 
to questions of ethics. The soci,dity that is produced in this case is not 
that oLlssumed agreement but the medi.\tion and communication by 
means ofa third term, which is nonoppositioml ditkrence.�1 Every new 
dimension that is opened between us, ditlercnti.uing me from the 
other, is also a ditfrrcnce that connects; this is likewise the meaning of 
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the chiasm in The Visible and the bwisiblc. In expressing i ts difference, 
its singular character, the lived body also communicates this to oth
ers; howe\'er, this communicarion is difficult because the expressed 
difference does not fall under ready-made categories of cognition 
(which would subsume it to the same), nor can it be comprehended 
starting from my own field of experience; it can only reach me, aftect 
me, by an attentive effort on my part. 

This makes it possihle fr>r us to envision a kind of expressive vision, 
or more precisely, an attitude of the whole lived body, that performs 
an ethical relation to the other. Such an ethical relation is not rnere!v 
seeing but also action and affection as wdl as gesture and languag�. 
It is a synaesthetic relation where the dimensions of the other are not 
translated into visibility ( as they are in  the vision of the painter or the 
mirror). Rather, what is visible points beyond itself to other dimen
sions, sonorous, affective and linguistic, that intertwine with it but are 
not reducible to it. Hence, this expressive vision docs not seek to 
return to full visibility but, recognizfog i ts partia l  and dependent 
nature, opens the path to the other through different senses, through 
an attentive listening and touch.  "'We should have to return to this idea 
�f pr�ximity through distance, of intuition as auscultation or palpa
tion in depth" (VI 1 70/128). 

Such a bodily attitude, such an expressive "'vision," breaks out of 
the generalitv and b. · t· · · I -·1 u tqmty o v1s1on. t 1s only by renouncing its hege-mony, by abandoning it'> attempts to possess all of experience, that vision 
can become part of ctl1'1cs 32 TI · t • I · · · · h . . • 11s e t111ca v1s10n has m common wit the v1s1on of the mirt·or d h . . h . . . . . an t e pamter t at 1 t  1s a noncatcgonca.l see· mg; it 1s not l imited 1·n wI,at · . • . . 1. • d • i t  sees to OL1JCCts to the constructs an representations ofprof;a .- .- . I I . . , ne vrn1on. n t 1 1s sense, no kss than the m1r· ror and the painter th' . · · .. . . , 18 visam 1s an awareness of the invh,ibk; but unlike them ethical v·s· d • , 1• mn ocs not seek to bring invisibi lity to sight It comes m contact with tl . · ,· · 'bi .  · • . . · . . , 
. . . 

le m, 1s1 c m  its own duncmaons; lt 1oins it on us own terms not l . b . . · '  )y capturmg the invisible within visi bilitV, ut by d1fkrcntiating its ·If · ll , . . . . , · 
h . . . . ,c into a those <.foncnsions \\'1thm whu:h t e mv1s1b!c resides and I , . •  � . . • · , , . , p , . . , . , lcncc sec mg lt from ,v1rhm," as Merkau· onr, s.l}S .  1 his requires on tl . · , . . . · · 1e part ot ethH:a] v1s1011 not an ctlorr of 
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appropriation ,  but an effort of creation and expression, of self-differ• 
cntiation .  It requires, above all, a gentle effort ofattention with regard 
to the invisible, the other - an ability to interrupt the usual tenden
cies of vision, its desire for ubiquity, as well as its habits of objectification 
and generalization, and to await the other in active attentiveness, 
auscultation and palpation. One's response to the other then comes 
not through habitual and ready-made formulas, but ,,ith attention and 
nuance, recognizing the other as a singular and unrepeatable event, 
and expressing and sm.taining that difference. This attentiYe ,ision would 
translate concretely into a seeing that avoids stereo-typical classifications 
and diches, at once providing the basis for their critique. In "'Habits 
of Hostility: On Seeing Race," Linda 1fartin ,Akoff points to the need 
for such a vision - the need to see better. This does not involve aban
doning vision, or aiming at "color·blindness," but it is a way of 
seeing the racialized other that "unlearn[ s] racism."' Such vision would 
not erase histories of oppression or ignore the ways in ,vhich categories 
of race inform our habits of seeing, but would provide a. concrete way 
of "seeino- race" that unlea�ns and criticizes these habitual and cate-

t> 

gorical ,vays of seeing.33 Here, the ethical seeing that I am proposing 
in this essav - a seeing that is attentiw to nonoppositional and fluid ' '-

differences rather than repeating ready-made categories - meets up 
with Akotf's account of vision. 34 

For :i\krleau- Ponty, there is no opposition between sociality and sin
gularity, bet\vecn communication and irreducible difference. At first 
sight, vision posed us 'with a probkm because it maintained too small, 
too weak a difference between bodies . •  .\s a result, all bodies \Vere reduced 
t.o the generality and homogeneity of ,ision) while ,u the same time 
the communicatioi1 between them was limited to an intokr-able, binary 
exchange. The chias1n is already prefigured ,,ithin vision, although it 
is threatened there with colbpse. To ;.irrive at ethks, this chiasm must 
unfold in dimensions that go bt·yond the duality and "bad ambigu
ity" of the ,,isihle dimensions that allow for the emergenL--e of both 
the singularity of the hum,m body and the sociality of its connections 
to other bodies. 
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THE I NTERTW!N!NG OF VISION AND ETHICS 

The emergence of new dimensions in the flesh docs not constitute 
a move to a transcendent or intell igible realm beyond the sensible, 
These new dimensions emerge within the sensible, as dimensions of 
the now singular, human body. Yet was there not already something 
of that singular, expressive body in the mi rror image referred to 
above? The vision of the mirror already caught sight of this singular 

way of being when my body was reflected with its associated affects, 
For pleasure, pain and the burning touch in my fingers are affective 

experiences that mark my body as my own - given to me and suf
fered by me from within. Others may perceive the symptoms of these 
affe�tions in the outer comportment of my body, but my pain and 
my JOY, as experienced by me, are inaccessible to them. Hence, when 
the burning sensation is felt by the fingers in  the mirror, this gives 
the mirror image a singular being apart from my own· it is not sim
ply an extension of my life,  but an embodimen; of th; burning link 
of sen�ing and sensible, another in the flesh. The prehuman vision of 
t�e mlf:Or . tl:us anticipates the ethical, expressive body in which 
smg�lanty is mscribed; in the experience of affect, the singularity of 
the hvcd bodv is found · d I . . . 

. . , constitute . n some \vavs, the V1s1on of the 
mirror is alreadv an ex · • • ' . . . . . . 

. , press1ve v1s10n; more than mere v1s1b1htv, It 1s 
actI?n and affection, and engagement wi t h  the other as afl�ctive reality. But expression r • , · I • . . . . . . e, errs m t 1c mirror to v1s1bihty, and the smgulanty of the bod · . ·d • . , . . . Y IS contractc mto what 1s seen. 1 he v1s1on of the mirror is one of m t. · . -6 .1 . . . . u e VIst 1 1ty; a d1fiercnt approach is needed to 
reach etlucs. This points us in the ct· . · • h . 

• . · irection ot t e mtertwining of the visible and the expressive for Merica . Jl . · h " h . . u onty - a rdatmn between vision and eth1lS m w ic their irreducibT · , • . I ity 1s mamtamcd. \Ve have attempted to separate out tl1cse orders w· h I • , . . · .  
of v· · 'b·J · ' it t 1e purpose of wnncssmg the gcni.:m 

lSJ 1 ny and of bodies in tl • fl . ·] . , . h • . · le CS 1 .  This genesis rrondes us with t e openmg for an ethics · cc • • 1 • · · 
f h . _ . · ' mcrete et 11cs comes from a consideration 0 t e exprcsMvc body in i . 1 . 

Merle p ' ts mu llpk d1mcnsionali rks. It is this that au- . omy allows us to th ' k h . d noncthics of tl . 1  · 1 11 : 1 e intertwining of ethics an ' le luinan and the prehuman in the thi!:krn:ss of the flesh. 

(ODA: THE "MI RROR STAGE" IN CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCE 
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In "The Child's Relations with Others," Mcrlcau-Ponty describes a 
period in childhood development that is characterized by what he 
terms "transitivism" ( or, following the child psychologist Henri Wallon, 
"syncretic sociability") .  In this period of syncretism ( from six months 
to around three years) the distinction between one's own body and 
that of the other begins to emerge, and the body image is acquired. 
Prior to this, the body exists without self.ascription or objectification .  
Others are part of  the child's surrounding world, but they are not 
yet identified as "others," nor is the body defined in opposition as 
"mine." Even within the period of syncretism, the ascription of the 
body as "mine" and its identification with its image as seen by others 
tends to oscillate, and is only finally stabilized after a long process. 

For Mcrleau -Ponty, the experience in the mirror offers a unique and 
irreducible situation that is crucial to the development of one's body 
image. Merleau-Ponty draws his theory of the "mirror stage" in child
hood development ( which he locates after about the age of six months) 
from both Henri Wallon and Jacques lacan . .  And yet it should be noted 
from the outset that he differs from both thinkers. Though he remains 
close to \Vallon in his descriptions, Merleau-Ponty refuses to see the 
child's expcrknce in the mirror as an intellectual exercise, a matter of 
acquiring a bel ief(CRO 196/132) .  And though he cites Lacan's com
ments concerning the child's "jubilation" in identif1ing with the spec
ular image, Merleau-Ponty docs not see the body image as necessarily 
idealized or narcissistic ( CRO 202/135 ). Indeed, Merkau-Ponty's ver
sion of the mirror stage includes the parental other or caregiver who 
holds the child and the role of this other remains central . 

' 

According to Mcrkau· Pomy in "The Child's Relations v.ith Othc�" 
the child first comes to recognize, and to distinguish, the other's 
specular image bcfi.>rc it does its own. This ofi:cn occurs in the course 
of play, where it seems that the child has learned something new 
(that the image in the mirror is not the real parent, and yet the par
ent can be n.·i.:ognizcd in  the image) . .lcS This experience hdps the d1ild 
to arrive at an identification of his or her own specular image; for the 
problem that the child encounters with respect to his or her own 
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image is doubly complex. As with the image of the parental other, the 
recognit ion of the chi ld's own specular i mage must involve an 
identification ( that the image belongs to me), and at the same time a 
distinction ( that it is somehow different from me). But, unl ike the case 
of the parental other, the child cannot compare his or her specular image 
with a direct visual perception of his or her own body. As Merleau
Ponty says, 

Thus for [ the child] it is a problem of understanding that the visual image of his body ·which he sees over there in the mirror is not himself, since he is not in the mirror but here, where he feels himselt; and second, he must understand that, not being located there, in the mirror, but rather where he feels himself introceptivdy, he can nonetl1dcss be seen by an external \1,itncss at the very place at which he feels himself to be and with the same visual appearance that he has from the mirror. In short, he must displace the mirror image, bringing it from the apparent or virtual place ir occupies .in the depth of the mirror back to himself, (CRO 193, 1 29) 
The formation of a body image has its source for �,1erleau-Pontv in the ambi\'alcnce and confusion of the child's experience befrm: the �irror. The child begins by seeing her specular image as a double of her body; only later does the child identify this image as distinct from her own bodv But C\'en 1·n d I · J 

_ 

J· a u t expe.nence, t 1c separat ion of the specu-lar im�ge from the_rcality of one's body remains i ncomplete (as we have 
seen in the expencnce described by Schilder above) .  According to Merlcau-Ponn, the d 1 1 · b J . . . ·1, ou ) mg . y w 11ch the specular image is seen to have its own existence to b • " I . , . . · , · e anot 1er mvsdf ' lingers rn our expen· ence of the mirror In tl ·s . . • · . ' · • 11 sense, my specular image does not only lxlong to me as an ob,·ect would· 't h "" . . . . , , 1 as a quasi reality,» so that it 1s expen· enccd as extending and • • . . 
b pamnpat1ng 111 the litc of my bodv. It cannot e reduced to a mere rcpr s t . . I ,. . .. . e en ation . . may be ahle to t:OIKCl\'C ot tt as a confluence of l ight ra , b · . l . , ys, . ut it retams a magical and constitunvi: ro e in the dcvdopmcnr of , 6 )d , . t;, y, Tl . my < Y image, to v.fod1 I cannot be inM· ercm. us understand' f I . . . . . . . st , . . fi mg O t le specular image, and nt the nurror •. age, stems rom tbe novel w . h. . . . ay u1 w 1ch Mcrlcau-Pomv conceives the mirror - both as a tcchnic I d • . - • . . . . a evice and as an mstnuncnt of mag1c. 
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But the mirror stage i s  not sufficient for understanding the indi
viduation and self-ascription that takes place in the development of the 
child's body image. This is because, as Merleau-Ponty notes, drawing 
on ,Vallon, dimensions of expression and differentiation othcr than 
simple visible differentiation exist between the child and his or her com
panions (parental other or caregiver). Indeed, what captures the atten
tion of the infant is first the other's voice, before seeing the other's 
face or the form of the other walking past. From \Vallon ·we learn that 
the first "'extroceptive stimulus" to which the infant responds is the 
voice (prior to months) .  At first this response takes the form of a 
smile on the infant's part) developing into vocalizations and soon 
after. 37 It is voice as self-produced and as heard that giYes to the 
distinction of " I" and "'other," to the beginnings of sociality in child
hood cxperience.38 (In this sense, the term ""stages" of development 
is not accurate. Rather, Merleau-Ponty sees various experiences tak
ing place in childhood development, contributing something 
new but none of which are definitive acquisitions. His descriptions of 
the experience in the m irror apart from expression, in the passages from 
Signs and The Visible and the Invisible cited above, reveal a process of 
abstraction rather than a temporal, developmental order. ) 

To extend 1lerleau-Ponty's account of vocalization, let us rake the 
case of what is commonly called infant "babble," which designates the 
child's first produced sounds and coos. This "babble"' ordinarily con
notes a kind of nonsense - sounds that one cannot understand, of 
which one cannot even say whether they belong to a language. The 
infant has not yet acquired tlie rudimentary structures oflanguage, and 
yet the infant produces sounds. These vocalizations may take the form 
of melodic or rhvthmic sounds, a series of phonemes, of cries or coos. 
What wle do th�y pby? In Alntemal Ethics and Otht'r Slave :.\foralitifs, 
Cvnthia Willett suggests that this is a form of communication or 
at�unement to the <.:thcr th;n is preconceptual and prdinguisitic, if by 
l anguage we mean "papaese, i .e., the discursive language of conce�
tual thought" ( including the Saussuri,\O view ofl.mguage .lS structure) •  
This co1nmunication "consists of expressions of intonation, rhytlun, 
and inte111:;i ty addressed to another person, ":Iv This affective and 
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expressive language before language ( langue), this vocalization bef<Jrc 
discursive speech, can be designated by the term "mamaese."'40 Hence, 
the child's first vocalizations should not be taken to contain a conceptu� 
signification, but a melodic or phonic sense of the child's own bodily 
and affective being vis-a-,is the world and others.41 In this sense, the 
voice is someone; it is a nascent subjectivity. The voice is embedded 
in a singular living body and expresses the rhythm and style of that exis
tence in difference from and response to others. The ,vhole flesh of 
the body participates in the inflection, intonation and musicality of vocal
ization. As such, each voice is a singular and nongeneralizable expres
sion that conveys more than the mere content of \vords .  But voice ii 
not only expression; as v,,e ha,,c seen, vocalization implies and is moti· 
vated by the presence of others; i t  is both responsive and playfol.42 In 
this sense, vocalization at once installs a djstinction between bodies and 
the means for their communication. 

With the beginning ofvocalization and expressivity ( including facial 
expressions) in general , the infant starts responding to others, accord
ing to Merleau-Ponty. Others are no longer merely lived as a vague 
and enveloping atmosphere felt in the infant's bodv bv sensations of 
pleasure, d ispleasure or comfort;43 others are genui�el� heard (or, to 
me Wallon's words, become explicit extroceptive stimuli) .  Vocalization 
functions on several levels here . I t  constitutes the demand on the part 
of the infant for the attentive look of the other 44 but it is more than 
thc desire for a blank stare from the other; voc;lization, in fact, initi· 
ates a reciprocity with the other> resulting in animated exchanges in 
play.45 In this context) we could say that V<Kalization participates in 
an expressive relation with the other that includes but is not reducible 
to vision. Vocalization is not literal imitation; otherwise, infants woald 
echo :111d_ rep:oduce the speech of adults (as parrots do) .  In this sense, 
vocahzanon 1s nor f . . c 

. . a matter o reproducing the sounds that the m1a111 
hears m h1s or her sur ) d .  · · h · . · · re un mgs� lt mvolves respomii1111 to ot crs tn affcrnve and expressive , Th h· I · ,  . · · ways. e c I d s vocaliz�ttions and cxpres· s10ns are thus already nas . . t i: . t· . . . . . 
Tl . · ccn . 1orms o suc1ab1hty and comnum1canon. 

1at 1s to sa" the v > .  1 · · . • . . ,, < ea 11..atmns arise 111 c(mta4.'t with and in corn:· spondcncc to others· the . c , concrete 1orn1 they rake will derive from these 
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. -r·ions Both through the mirror stage and by means of these forms 
intcrac • · 
of expression the child's sense of his or he_r own body as smgular �nd 

distinct from other bodies is  formed and mtercorpore�l communica

tion becomes possible. The genesis of an ethical dimension of the flesh 

is to be located h ere . 


